KWILT, NOW EMBEDDED INTO CONNECTED HOME DEVICES WITH
THE KWILTSTREAMER SOFTWARE MODULE
The pioneering first universal personal memory streamer on mobile opens up access to homebased photo archives with real-time streams from smart routers, home gateways, set top boxes
and smart TVs.
LAS VEGAS, NV, January 8, 2015 — Kwilt Inc., the developer of the award- winning Kwilt app
announces today the availability of KwiltStreamerTM for ODMs, OEMs and MSOs. The small
footprint software module enables photo streaming from connected-home devices such as
smart routers, home gateways and set top boxes.
This latest addition to the Kwilt ecosystem adds even more photo sources for Kwilt in
addition to cloud storage providers, social media and mobile devices.
Connected home devices manufacturers can now add even more value to their customers
with Kwilt at no additional cost and without impacting their devices’ performance.
“KwiltStreamer is built to suit many embedded platforms, allowing manufacturers to embed
Kwilt photo streaming into the vast majority of their devices from the get go” said Marc
Benglia, Kwilt’s founder and CEO. This new offering will make Kwilt ubiquitous in consumers’
digital life, further simplifying and enhancing their memories experience.”

KEY FEATURES:
KwiltStreamer offers the following unique features:
Real-time photo streaming from home;
1. Connect any USB stick or USB hard drive and all digital photos within will be made
available to your Kwilt mobile app instantaneously;
2. Seamless and private in-house and remote access transition: photos are securely
streamed within the home LAN and outside of the LAN with no difference;
3. Easy ‘no-touch’ setup allows users to bind their connected home devices with their Kwilt
account in seconds.

PLATFORMS:
KwiltStreamer is available for the most popular embedded CPUs and software platforms.

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY:
KwiltStreamer is free and immediately available to ODMs, OEMs and MSOs.

ABOUT KWILT:
Kwilt is a new form of truly unique visual social network that streams personal, family and
friends’ news in pictures from cloud storage, social networks, mobile and connected-home
devices in real time. Literally the visual fabric of one’s social life, Kwilt allows consumers to
socialize through pictures. For more information visit www.kwiltapp.com.

